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Howto

More Creativity 3A Sublimnal
More Creativity 3A Subliminal

Sublimnal

Develop more creativity, open the flow of unique creative
ideas, and transform them into reality advantagously, choose
the best alternative for a better life with the More
Creativity 3A Subliminal Package.
Affirmations in the More Creativity 3A Subliminal
You are highly creative and inventive.
And you are more and more creative and inventive.
Your inner calmness is high. Your mind is open.
You are always open to new ideas and inspirations.
And you are open for creative.
You are confident that your unique creative idease are great.
You develop high creative skills.
And your creative skills improve steadily.
Your ingeniuity is high.
Creative ideas are coming to you easily.
And creativity flows into your mind easily.
You often have wonderful and original creative ideas.
And you easily transform them into reality.
You are confident that you can easily transform your ideas
into reality.
You are using your creative ideas to your advantage.
You become aware of all your possibilities and you are using
the best advantageously and if you want profitably.
Your creative problem solving abilities are high and steadily
improving.
Your high creativity lets you find perfect solutions.
Your imaginations are brilliant and unique.
You easily transform your imaginations into practical and
functional reality.
Creative energy flows through you.
You are a brilliant creative being.
And you enjoy to be increasingly creative.
You see your life from different perspectives and you choose
the best.
And you easily make changes to live a better life.

Unit Price: EUR 15.73
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Info plus 19% sales tax/VAT to EUR 15.73: EUR 2.99
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File Size: Full version: 71.9 MB
Download Time: Full version
56k: ~167 min.
DSL/Cable (1/8/16Mbit): ~10 / ~1 / <1 min.
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